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Abstract
Past work in computational sarcasm deals
primarily with sarcasm detection. In this
paper, we introduce a novel, related prob-
lem: sarcasm target identification (i.e., ex-
tracting the target of ridicule in a sarcas-
tic sentence). We present an introduc-
tory approach for sarcasm target identifi-
cation. Our approach employs two types
of extractors: one based on rules, and an-
other consisting of a statistical classifier.
To compare our approach, we use two
baselines: a naı¨ve baseline and another
baseline based on work in sentiment tar-
get identification. We perform our exper-
iments on book snippets and tweets, and
show that our hybrid approach performs
better than the two baselines and also, in
comparison with using the two extractors
individually. Our introductory approach
establishes the viability of sarcasm target
identification, and will serve as a baseline
for future work.
This paper was uploaded to arXiv on 20 October,
2016; but was submitted to EACL 2017 at an ear-
lier date. The paper was not on arXiv at the time
of EACL submission.
1 Introduction
Sarcasm is a form of verbal irony that is intended
to express contempt or ridicule1. Past work in
computational sarcasm deals primarily with sar-
casm detection, i.e., to predict whether or a not
a given piece of text is sarcastic (Joshi et al.,
2016a). So the sentence ‘A woman needs a man
like fish needs bicycle2’ will be predicted as sar-
1Source: The Free Dictionary
2This quote is attributed to Irina Dunn, an Australian
writer and social activist.
castic. While several approaches have been re-
ported for sarcasm detection (Tsur et al., 2010;
Davidov et al., 2010; Gonza´lez-Iba´nez et al., 2011;
Joshi et al., 2015), no past work, to the best of our
knowledge, attempts to identify a crucial compo-
nent of sarcasm: the target of ridicule (Campbell
and Katz, 2012). In case of the example above,
this target of ridicule is the word ‘man’.
In this paper, we introduce a new avenue in
computational sarcasm research. We explore a
novel problem called ‘sarcasm target identifica-
tion’: the task of extracting the target of ridicule
(i.e., sarcasm target) of a sarcastic text. This sar-
casm target is either a subset of words in the sen-
tence or a fallback label ‘Outside’3. We present an
introductory approach that takes as input a sar-
castic text and returns its sarcasm target. Our
hybrid approach employs two extractors: a rule-
based extractor (that implements a set of rules) and
a statistical extractor (that uses a word-level clas-
sifier for every word in the sentence, to predict if
the word will constitute the sarcasm target). We
evaluate our approach using two manually labeled
datasets consisting of book snippets and tweets.
We consider two versions of our approach: Hybrid
OR (where prediction by the two extractors is OR-
ed) and Hybrid AND (where prediction by the two
extractors is AND-ed). Since this is the first work
in sarcasm target detection, no past work exists to
be used as a baseline. Hence, we devise two base-
lines to validate the strength of our work. The first
is a simple, intuitive baseline to show if our ap-
proach (which is computationally more intensive
than the simple baseline) holds any value4. As the
second baseline, we use a technique reported for
3This label is necessary because the sarcasm target may
not be present as a word in the sentence. Section 2 discusses
this in detail.
4In absence of past work, using simple and obvious tech-
niques to solve a problem have been considered as baselines
in sentiment analysis (Tan et al., 2011; Pang and Lee, 2005)
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sentiment/opinion target identification. For both
our datasets, we observe that the hybrid approach
outperforms both the baselines. In addition, the
hybrid OR approach also works better than using
either rule-based or statistical extractors individu-
ally.
Sarcasm target identification will be useful for
aspect-based sentiment analysis so that the nega-
tive sentiment expressed in the sarcastic text can
be attributed to the correct aspect. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that attempts
identification of sarcasm targets. Our results will
serve as a baseline for future work. Our manu-
ally labeled datasets are available for download at:
Anonymous. Each unit consists of a piece of text
(either book snippet or tweet) with the annotation
as the sarcasm target.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 formulates the problem, while Section 3
describes our architecture in detail. Experiment
setup is in Section 4. The results are presented
in Section 5 while an error analysis is in Section 6.
We present related work in Section 7 and conclude
the paper in Section 8.
Figure 1: Architecture of our Sarcasm Target Iden-
tification Approach
2 Formulation
Sarcasm is a well-known challenge to sentiment
analysis (Pang and Lee, 2008). Consider the sar-
castic sentence ‘My cell phone has an awesome
battery that lasts 20 minutes’. This sentence
ridicules the battery of the cell phone. Aspect-
based sentiment analysis needs to identify that
the sentence ridicules the battery of the phone
and hence, expresses negative sentiment towards
the aspect ‘battery’. Our proposed problem ‘sar-
casm target identification’ thus enables aspect-
based sentiment analysis to attribute the negative
sentiment to the correct target aspect. We define
the sarcasm target as the entity or situation being
ridiculed in a sarcastic text. In case of ‘Can’t wait
to go to class today’, the word ‘class’ is the sar-
casm target. Every sarcastic text has at least one
sarcasm target (by definition of sarcasm), and the
notion of sarcasm target is applicable for only sar-
castic text (i.e., non-sarcastic text does not have
sarcasm target). Thus, we define sarcasm target
identification as the task of extracting the subset
of words that indicate the target of ridicule, given
a sarcastic text. In case the target of ridicule is
not present among these words, a fallback label
‘Outside’ is expected. Examples of some sarcasm
targets are given in Table 1.
Some challenges of sarcasm target identifica-
tion are:
• Presence of multiple candidate phrases:
Consider the sentence ‘This phone heats up
so much that I strongly recommend chefs
around the world to use it as a cook-top’. In
this sentence, the words ‘chefs’, ‘cook-top’
and ‘phone’ are candidate phrases. However,
only the ‘phone’ is being ridiculed in this sen-
tence.
• Multiple sarcasm targets: A sentence like
‘You are as good at coding as he is at cook-
ing’ ridicules both ‘you’ and ‘he’, and hence,
both are sarcasm targets.
• Absence of a sarcasm target word (the
‘Outside’ case): Consider the situation
where a student is caught copying in a test,
and the teacher says, ‘Your parents must be so
proud today!’. No specific word in the sen-
tence is the sarcasm target. The target here
is the student. We refer to such cases as the
‘outside’ cases.
3 Architecture
Our hybrid approach for sarcasm target identifica-
tion is depicted in Figure 1. The input is a sarcas-
tic sentence while the output is the sarcasm target.
The approach consists of two kinds of extractors:
(a) a rule-based extractor that implements nine
rules to identify different kinds of sarcasm targets,
and (b) a statistical extractor that uses statistical
Example Target
Love when you don’t have two minutes to send me a quick text. you
Don’t you just love it when Microsoft tells you that you’re spelling your own name wrong. Microsoft
I love being ignored. being ignored
He is as good at coding as Tiger Woods is at avoiding controversy. He, Tiger Woods
Yeah, right! I hate catching the bus on time anyway! Outside
Table 1: Examples of sarcasm targets
classification techniques. The two extractors in-
dividually generate lists of candidate sarcasm tar-
gets. The third component is the integrator that
makes an overall prediction of the sarcasm target
by choosing among the sarcasm targets returned
by the individual extractors. The overall output is
a subset of words in the sentence. In case no word
is found to be a sarcasm target, a fallback label
‘Outside’ is returned. In the forthcoming subsec-
tions, we describe the three modules in detail.
3.1 Rule-based Extractor
Our rule-based extractor consists of nine rules
that take as input the sarcastic sentence, and re-
turn a set of candidate sarcasm targets. The rules
are summarized in Table 2. We now describe
each rule, citing past work that motivated the rule,
wherever applicable:
1. R1 (Pronouns and Pronominal Adjec-
tives): R1 returns pronouns such as ‘you,
she, they’ and pronominal adjectives (fol-
lowed by their object) (as in the case of ‘your
shoes’). Thus, for the sentence ‘I am so in
love with my job’, the phrases ‘I’ (pronoun)
and ‘my job’ (based on the pronominal ad-
jective ‘my’) are returned as candidate sar-
casm targets. This is based on observations
by Shamay-Tsoory et al. (2005).
2. R2 (Named Entities): Named entities in a
sentence may be sarcasm targets. This rule
returns all named entities in the sentence. In
case of ‘Olly Riley is so original with his
tweets’, R2 predicts the phrase ‘Olly Riley’
as a candidate sarcasm target.
3. R3 (Sentiment-bearing verb as the pivot):
This rule is based on the idea by Riloff et
al. (2013) that sarcasm may be expressed as
a contrast between a positive sentiment verb
and a negative situation. In case of ‘I love
being ignored’, the sentiment-bearing verb
‘love’ is positive. The object of ‘love’ is ‘be-
ing ignored’. Therefore, R3 returns ‘being
ignored’ as the candidate sarcasm target. If
the sentiment-bearing verb is negative, the
rule returns ‘Outside’ as a candidate sarcasm
target. This is applicable in case of situations
like humble bragging5 as in ‘I hate being so
popular’ where the speaker is either ridicul-
ing the listener or just bragging about them-
selves.
4. R4 (Non-sentiment-bearing verb as the
pivot): This rule applies in case of sentences
where the verb does not bear sentiment. The
rule identifies which out of subject or object
has a lower sentiment score, and returns the
corresponding portion as the candidate sar-
casm target. For example, rule R4 returns
‘to have a test on my birthday’ as the candi-
date sarcasm target in case of ‘Excited that
the teacher has decided to have a test on
my birthday!’ where ‘decided’ is the non-
sentiment-bearing verb. This is also based on
Riloff et al. (2013).
5. R5 (Gerundial verb phrases and Infini-
tives): R5 returns the gerundial phrase ‘being
covered in rashes’ in case of ‘Being covered
in rashes is fun.’ as the candidate sarcasm tar-
get. Similarly, in case of ‘Can’t wait to wake
up early to babysit!’, the infinitive ‘to wake
up early to babysit’ is returned.
6. R6 (Noun phrases containing positive ad-
jective): R6 extracts noun phrases of the
form ‘JJ NN’ where JJ is a positive adjec-
tive, and returns the noun indicated by NN.
Specifically, 1-3 words preceding the nouns
in the sentence are checked for positive sen-
timent. In case of ‘Look at the most realistic
walls in a video game’, the noun ‘walls’ is
returned as the sarcasm target.
7. R7 : Interrogative sentences: R7 returns the
subject of an interrogative sentence as the sar-
casm target. Thus, for ‘A murderer is stalking
5http://www.urbandictionary.com/
define.php?term=humblebrag
me. Could life be more fun?’, the rule returns
‘life’ as the target.
8. R8 : Sarcasm in Similes: This rule cap-
tures the subjects/noun phrases involved in
similes and ‘as if’ comparisons. The rule re-
turns the subject on both sides, as in ‘He is as
good at coding as Tiger Woods is at avoiding
controversy.’ Both ‘He’ and ‘Tiger Woods’
are returned as targets. This is derived from
work on sarcastic similes by Veale and Hao
(2010).
9. R9 : Demonstrative adjectives: This rule
captures nouns associated with demonstrative
adjectives - this/that/these/those. For exam-
ple, for the sentence ‘Oh, I love this jacket!’,
R9 returns ‘this jacket’ as the sarcasm target.
Combining the outputs of individual rules to
generate candidate sarcasm targets of the rule-
based extractor: To generate the set of candidate
sarcasm targets returned by the rule-based extrac-
tor, a weighted majority approach is used as fol-
lows. Every rule above is applied to the input sar-
castic sentence. Then, every word is assigned a
score that sums the accuracy of rules which pre-
dicted that this word is a part of the sarcasm tar-
get. This accuracy is the overall accuracy of the
rule as determined by solely the rule-based classi-
fier6. Thus, the integrator weights each word on
the basis of how good a rule predicting it as a tar-
get was. Words corresponding to the maximum
value of this score are returned as candidate sar-
casm targets.
3.2 Statistical Extractor
The statistical extractor uses a classifier that takes
as input a word (along with its features) and re-
turns if the word is a sarcasm target. To do this,
we decompose the task into n classification tasks,
where n is the total number of words in the sen-
tence. This means that every word in input text is
considered as an instance, such that the label can
be 1 or 0 depending on whether or not the given
word is a part of sarcasm target. For example,
‘Tooth-ache is fun’ with sarcasm target as ‘tooth-
ache’ is broken down into three instances: ‘tooth-
ache’ with label 1, ‘is’ with label 0 and ‘fun’ with
label 0. In case the target lies outside the sentence,
all words have the label 0.
6These values are shown in Tables 4 and 5
We then represent the instance (i.e., the word)
as a set of following features: (A) Lexical: Uni-
grams, (B) Part of Speech (POS)-based features:
Current POS, Previous POS, Next POS, (C) Po-
larity-based features: Word Polarity : Sentiment
score of the word, Phrase Polarity : Sentiment
score for the trigram formed by considering the
previous word, current word and the next word to-
gether (in that order). These polarities lie in the
range [-1,+1]. These features are based on our
analysis that the target phrase or word tends to be
more neutral than the rest of the sentence, and (D)
Pragmatic features: Capitalization : Number of
capital letters in the word. Capitalization features
are chosen based on features from Davidov et al.
(2010).
The classifiers are trained with words as in-
stances while the sarcasm target is to be com-
puted at the sentence level. Hence, the candidate
sarcasm target returned by the statistical extractor
consists of words for which the classifier returned
1. For example, the sentence ‘This is fun’ is bro-
ken up into three instances: ‘this’, ‘is’ and ‘fun’. If
the classifier returns 1, 0, 0 for the three instances
respectively, the statistical extractor returns ‘this’
as the candidate sarcasm target. Similarly, if the
classifier returns 0, 0, 0 for the three instances, the
extractor returns the fallback label ‘Outside’.
3.3 Integrator
The integrator determines the sarcasm target based
on the outputs of the two extractors. We consider
two configurations of the integrator:
1. Hybrid OR: In this configuration, the integra-
tor predicts the set of words that occur in the
output of either of the two extractors as the
sarcasm target. If the lists are empty, the out-
put is returned as ‘Outside’.
2. Hybrid AND : In this configuration, the inte-
grator predicts the set of words that occur in
the output of both the two extractors as the
sarcasm target. If the intersection of the lists
is empty, the output is returned as ‘Outside’.
The idea of using two configurations OR and
AND is based on a rule-based sarcasm detector by
(Khattri et al., 2015). While AND is intuitive, the
second configuration OR is necessary because our
extractors individually may not capture all forms
of sarcasm target. This is intuitive because our
rules may not cover all forms of sarcasm targets.
Rule Definition Example
R1 Return pronouns (inluding possessive) and pro-
noun based adjectives
Love when you don’t have two minutes to send me a quick text
.. ; I am so in love with my job.
R2 Return named entities as target Don’t you just love it when Microsoft tells you that you’re
spelling your own name wrong.
R3 Return direct object of a positive sentiment verb I love being ignored.
R4 Return phrase on lower sentiment side of pri-
mary verb
So happy to just find out it has been decided to reschedule all
my lectures and tutorials for me to night classes at the exact
same times!
R5 Return Gerund and Infinitive verb phrases Being covered in hives is so much fun!; Can’t wait to wake up
early to babysit...
R6 Return nouns preceded by a positive sentiment
adjective
Yep, this is indeed an amazing donut ..
R7 Return subject of interrogative sentences A murderer is stalking me. Could life be more fun?
R8 Return subjects of comparisons (similes) He is as good at coding as Tiger Woods is at avoiding contro-
versy.
R9 Return demonstrative adjective-noun pairs Oh, I love this jacket!
Table 2: Summary of rules in the rule-based extractor
Snippets Tweets
Count 224 506
Average #words 28.47 13.06
Vocabulary 1710 1458
Total words 6377 6610
Average length of sarcasm tar-
get
1.6 2.08
Average polarity strength of
sarcasm target
0.0087 0.035
Average polarity strength of
portion apart from sarcasm tar-
get
0.027 0.53
Table 3: Statistics of our datasets; ‘Snippets’:
Book Snippets
4 Experiment setup
We evaluate our approach using two datasets: one
consisting of book snippets and another of tweets.
The dataset of book snippets is a sarcasm-labeled
dataset by Joshi et al. (2016b). 224 book snippets
marked as sarcastic are used. On the other hand,
for our dataset of tweets, we use the sarcasm-
labeled dataset by Riloff et al. (2013). 506 sarcas-
tic tweets from this dataset are used. The statistics
of the two datasets are shown in Table 3. The av-
erage length of a sarcasm target is 1.6 words in
case of book snippets and 2.08 words in case of
tweets. The last two rows in the table point to
an interesting observation. In both the datasets,
the average polarity strength7 of sarcasm target is
lower than polarity strength of rest of the sentence.
This shows that sarcasm target is likely to be more
neutral than sentiment-bearing. Note that all tex-
tual units (tweets as well as book snippets) in both
7Polarity strength is the sum of polarities of words. We
use a sentiment word-list to get the strength values
datasets are sarcastic.
We use SVM Perf (Joachims, 2006) to train
the classifiers, optimized for F-score with epsilon
e=0.5 and RBF kernel8. We set C=1000 for tweets
and C=1500 for snippets. We report our results on
four-fold cross validation for both datasets. Note
that we convert individual sentences into words.
Therefore, the dataset in case of book snippets has
6377 instances, while the one of tweets has 6610
instances. The four folds for cross-validation are
created over these instances. With a word as in-
stance, the task is binary classification: 1 indicat-
ing that the word is a sarcasm target and 0 indicat-
ing that it is not. For rules in the rule-based extrac-
tor, we use tools in NLTK (Bird, 2006), wherever
necessary.
We consider two baselines with which our hy-
brid approach is compared:
1. Baseline 1: All Objective Words: As the
first baseline, we design a naı¨ve approach for
our task: include all words of the sentence
which are not stop words, and have neutral
sentiment polarity, as the predicted sarcasm
target. We reiterate that in case of papers
with no past work, simplistic baselines have
been commonly reported in sentiment analy-
sis. However, to validate that our hybrid ap-
proach is valuable, we compare our hybrid
approach against other possible versions of
the system as well.
2. Baseline 2: Baseline 2 is derived from past
work in opinion target identification because
sarcasm target identification may be consid-
8RBF Kernel performed better than linear kernel.
ered as but a form of opinion target identifica-
tion. Sequence labeling has been reported for
opinion target identification (Jin et al., 2009).
Therefore, we use SVM-HMM (Altun et al.,
2003) with default parameters as the second
baseline.
We report performance using two metrics: Ex-
act Match Accuracy and Dice Score. These met-
rics have been used in past work in information
extraction (Michelson and Knoblock, 2007). As
per their conventional use, these metrics are com-
puted at the sentence level. The metrics that we
use are:
• Exact Match (EM) Accuracy : An exact
match occurs if the list of predicted target(s)
is exactly the same as the list of actual tar-
get(s). The accuracy is computed as number
of instances with exact match divided by total
instances.
• Dice Score : Dice score(Sørensen, 1948) is
used to compare similarity between two sam-
ples. This is considered to be a better met-
ric than Exact match accuracy because it ac-
counts for missing words and extra words in
the target.
Rule Overall ConditionalEM DS EM DS
R1 7.14 32.8 7.65 35.23
R2 8.48 16.7 19.19 37.81
R3 4.91 6.27 16.92 21.62
R4 2.67 11.89 4.38 19.45
R5 1.34 6.39 2.32 11.11
R6 4.01 6.77 8.91 15.02
R7 3.12 10.76 9.46 32.6
R8 4.91 6.78 35.02 45.17
R9 4.46 6.94 34.48 53.67
Table 4: Results for individual rules for book snip-
pets
Note: If the actual target is the fallback label
‘Outside’, then the expected predicted target is ei-
ther ‘Outside’ or empty prediction list. In such a
case, the instance will contribute to exact match
accuracy.
5 Results
This section presents our results in two steps: per-
formance of individual rules that are a part of the
Rule Overall ConditionalEM DS EM DS
R1 6.32 19.19 8.69 26.39
R2 11.26 16.18 30.32 43.56
R3 12.45 20.28 34.24 55.77
R4 6.91 13.51 18.42 36.0
R5 9.28 23.87 15.36 39.47
R6 10.08 16.91 19.31 32.42
R7 9.88 15.21 32.25 49.65
R8 11.26 11.26 50 50
R9 11.46 13.28 43.59 50.51
Table 5: Results for individual rules for tweets
rule-based extractor, and performance of the over-
all approach.
5.1 Performance of rules in the rule-based
extractor
Tables 4 and 5 present the performance of the
rules in our rule-based extractor, for snippets and
tweets respectively. The two metrics (exact match
accuracy and dice score) are reported for two
cases: Overall and Conditional. ‘Overall’ spans
all text units in the dataset whereas ‘Conditional’
is limited to text units which match a given rule
(i.e., where the given linguistic phenomenon of,
say, gerunds, etc. is observed). Considering the
‘Conditional’ case is crucial because a rule may
be applicable for a specific form of sarcasm tar-
get, but may work accurately in those cases. Such
a rule will have a low ‘overall exact match/dice
score’ but a high ‘conditional exact match/dice
score.’ Values in bold indicate the best performing
rule for a given performance metric. As seen in
the tables, the values for ‘conditional’ are higher
than those for ‘Overall’. For example, consider
rule R7 in Table 4. Exact match of 3.12 (for over-
all accuracy) as against 9.46 (for conditional accu-
racy). This situation is typical of rule-based sys-
tems where rules may not cover all cases but be
accurate for situations that they do cover.
For tweets, R3 has a very high dice score (con-
ditional) (55.77). This rule validates the benefit
of utilizing the structure of sarcastic tweets as ex-
plored by (Riloff et al., 2013) : ‘contrast of pos-
itive sentiment with negative situation’ being a
strong indicator of sarcasm target.
5.2 Overall Performance
We now compare the performance of the approach
with the baseline (as described in Section 4). In
order to understand the benefit of individual ex-
tractors, we also show their performance when
they are used individually. Thus, we compare five
approaches: (A) Baseline, (B) Rule-based (when
only the rule-based extractor is used), (C) Statis-
tical (when only the statistical extractor is used),
and (D) & (E) Hybrid (two configurations: OR and
AND). It must be noted that since no existing sar-
casm target identification approach exists, we
rely on the approach of using a simple baseline,
and verify if our approach does any better than
a simpler, obvious baseline. Such baselines have
been used in early work in sentiment analysis. For
example, Pang and Lee (2005) compare against
a ‘random-choice’ baseline, or Tan et al. (2011)
who use a simple majority-voting baseline, in ab-
sence of past work. We also use a second baseline
from a related area: sentiment/opinion target iden-
tification.
Tables 6 and 7 compare the five approaches
for snippets and tweets respectively. All our ap-
proaches outperform the baseline in case of ex-
act match and dice score. In case of tweets, Ta-
ble 7 shows that the rule-based extractor achieves
a dice score of 29.13 while that for statistical ex-
tractor is 31.8. Combining the two together (ow-
ing to our hybrid architecture) improves the dice
score to 39.63. This improvement also holds for
book snippets. This justifies the ‘hybrid’ nature
of our approach. Hybrid OR performs the best
in terms of Dice Score. However, for exact match
accuracy, Hybrid AND achieves the best perfor-
mance (16.51 for snippets and 13.45 for tweets).
This is likely because Hybrid AND is restrictive
with respect to the predictions it makes for indi-
vidual words. The statistical extractor performs
better than rule-based extractor for all three met-
rics. For example, in case of tweets, the dice score
for statistical extractor is 31.8 while that for rule-
based extractor is 29.13. Also, nearly all results
(across approaches and metrics) are higher in case
of tweets as compared to snippets. Since tweets
are shorter than snippets (as shown in Table 3), it
is likely that they are more direct in their ridicule
as compared to snippets.
Approach EM DS
Baseline 1: All Objective
Words
0.0 16.14
Baseline 2: Seq. Labeling 12.05 31.44
Only Rule-Based 9.82 26.02
Only Statistical 12.05 31.2
Hybrid OR 7.01 32.68
Hybrid AND 16.51 21.28
Table 6: Performance of sarcasm target identifica-
tion for snippets
Approach EM DS
Baseline 1: All Objective
Words
1.38 27.16
Baseline 2: Seq. Labeling 12.26 33.41
Only Rule-Based 9.48 29.13
Only Statistical 10.48 31.8
Hybrid OR 9.09 39.63
Hybrid AND 13.45 20.82
Table 7: Performance of sarcasm target identifica-
tion for tweets
6 Error Analysis
A key source of error is cases where the target lies
outside the text. In this section, we describe such
examples and compare the impact of these errors
with the overall performance.
In our dataset of book snippets, there are 11
texts ( 5%) with sarcasm target outside the text.
In case of tweets, such cases are much higher: 53
tweets ( 10%). Table 8 compares the results of our
hybrid (OR) approach for the specific case of tar-
get being ‘outside’ the text (indicated by ‘Outside
cases’ in the table), with the results on the com-
plete dataset (indicated by ‘Overall’ in the table).
Dice Score (DS) for book snippets is 6.81 for ‘out-
side’ cases as compared to 32.68 for the complete
dataset. In general, the performance for the ‘out-
side’ cases is lower than the overall performance.
This proves the difficulty that the ‘Outside’ cases
presents. The EM and DS values for ‘Outside’
cases are the same by definition. This is because
when the target is ‘Outside’, a partial match and
an exact match are the same. Our approach cor-
rectly predicts the label ‘Outside’ for sentences
like ‘Yeah, just ignore me. That is TOTALLY the
right way to handle this!’ However, our approach
gives the incorrect output for some examples. For
Book Snippets Tweets
EM DS EM DS
Overall 7.01 32.68 9.09 39.63
‘Outside’
cases
6.81 6.81 4.71 4.71
Table 8: Comparison of performance of our ap-
proach in case of examples with target outside
the text (indicated by ‘Outside’ cases), with com-
plete dataset (indicated by ‘Overall’); EM: Exact
Match, DS: Dice Score
example, for ‘Oh, and I suppose the apples ate
the cheese’, the predicted target is not ‘Outside’
(the expected label) but ‘I’. Similarly, for ‘Please
keep ignoring me for all of senior year. It’s not
like we’re friends with the exact same people’, the
incorrectly predicted target is ‘me’ instead of the
expected label ‘Outside’.
7 Related Work
Computational sarcasm primarily focuses on sar-
casm detection: classification of a text as sarcas-
tic or non-sarcastic. Joshi et al. (2016a) present
a survey of sarcasm detection approaches. They
observe three trends in sarcasm detection: semi-
supervised extraction of sarcastic patterns, use of
hashtag-based supervision, and use of contextual
information for sarcasm detection (Tsur et al.,
2010; Davidov et al., 2010; Joshi et al., 2015).
However, to the best of our knowledge, no past
work aims to identify phrases in a sarcastic sen-
tence that indicate the target of ridicule in the sen-
tence.
Related to sarcasm target identification is senti-
ment target identification. Sentiment target iden-
tification deals with identifying the entity towards
which sentiment is expressed in a sentence. Qiu
et al. (2011) present an approach to extract opin-
ion words and targets collectively from a dataset.
Aspect identification for sentiment has also been
studied. This deals with extracting aspects of an
entity (for example, color, weight, battery in case
of a cell phone). Probabilistic topic models have
been commonly used for the same. Titov and Mc-
Donald (2008) present a probabilistic topic model
that jointly estimates sentiment and aspect in or-
der to achieve sentiment summarization. Lu et
al. (2011) perform multi-aspect sentiment analysis
using a topic model. Several other topic model-
based approaches to aspect extraction have been
reported (Mukherjee and Liu, 2012). To the best
of our knowledge, ours is the first work that deals
with sarcasm target identification.
8 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we introduced a novel problem: sar-
casm target identification. This problem aims to
identify the target of ridicule in a sarcastic text.
This target may be a subset of words in the text
or a fallback label ‘Outside’. The task poses chal-
lenges such as multiple sarcasm targets or sarcasm
targets that may not even be present as words in
the sentence. We present an introductory approach
for sarcasm target identification that consists of
two kinds of extractors: a rule-based and a sta-
tistical extractor. Our rule-based extractor imple-
ments nine rules that capture forms of sarcasm tar-
get. The statistical extractor splits a sentence of
length n into n instances, where each instance is
represented by a word, and a label that indicates if
this word is a sarcasm target. A statistical classi-
fier that uses features based on POS and sentiment,
predicts if a given word is likely to be a target or
not. Finally, an integrator combines the outputs of
the two extractors in two configurations: OR and
AND. We evaluate our approach on two datasets:
one consisting of snippets from books, and another
of tweets. In general, our hybrid OR system per-
forms the best with a Dice score of 39.63. This
is higher than two baselines: a naı¨ve baseline de-
signed for the task, and a baseline based on sen-
timent target identification. Our hybrid approach
is also higher than the two extractors individually
used. This shows that the two extractors collec-
tively form a good sarcasm target identification ap-
proach. Finally, we discuss performance in case of
examples where the target is outside the sentence.
In such cases, our approach performs close to the
overall system in terms of exact match, but there
is a severe degradation in Dice score. We finally
present an analysis of errors due to target being
outside the text.
Our work forms a foundation for future ap-
proaches to identify sarcasm targets. As future
work, additional rules in the rule-based extractor
and novel sets of features in the statistical extrac-
tor may be used. Use of syntactic dependencies
has been found to be useful in case of opinion tar-
get extraction (Qiu et al., 2011). Applying these
techniques for sarcasm target identification can be
useful. A special focus on the ‘outside’ cases (i.e.,
cases where the target of ridicule in a sarcastic
text is beyond the words present in the sentence)
is likely to be helpful for sarcasm target identifica-
tion.
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